Fill in the blanks.

1. It is .................................. dark that I cannot see anything.

very

too

so

2. He is .................................. to understand this.

so clever

too clever

clever enough

3. What a charming girl ..................................!

is she
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4. She is …………………………… young to go to school.

so

very

too

enough

5. How …………………………… the holiday has passed!

quick

quickly
6. If you hurt the dog, it ………………………….. you.

- will bite
- bites
- would bite

7. If I had gone to university, I ………………………. a better job.

- can find
- could find
- could have found

8. If you were a billionaire, how ……………………. you spend your time?

- will
9. If you had left that wasp alone, it ................................. you.

- will not sting
- would not sting
- would not have stung

10. It is no good ................................. to her.

- to talk
- talking

11. It was careless ................................. her to
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make that mistake.

with

of

for

12. It is wicked …………………………. him to say such things.

for

of

with

Answers

It is so dark that I cannot see anything.
He is clever enough to understand this.
What a charming girl she is!
She is too young to go to school.
How quickly the holiday has passed!
If you hurt the dog, it will bite you.
If I had gone to university, I could have found a better job.
If you were a billionaire, how would you spend your time?
If you had left that wasp alone, it would not have stung you.
It is no good talking to her.
It was careless of her to make that mistake.
It is wicked of him to say such things.